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DAYS IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES 
I 

' 
BY J. S. T. GIBSON • 

INCE arriving in Western Canada in the spring of 1942 I have 
paid many visits to the Rockies, but most have perforce been on 
weekends and comparatively short periods of leave, and conse

·quently this is no record of trips into their remotest regions or of first 
ascents. However, since even a weekend in mountains is ·a luxury 
enjoyed by but few in time of war, I will venture to describe some of 
the days I have spent in the Rockies during the summers of 1942 and 
1943, days wh~ch rank high in enjoyment if not in achievement. 

My first climb on this continent was Mt. Blakiston (96oo ft.) in 
Wateston National Park. On June 7, 1942, Gordon Williams and I 
s~t o.ff for Wateston Park with a car and a tent, a primus stove and other 
camping and climbing paraphernalia. Not having been in Canada 
very long we were still delighting in the ability to buy whatever food 
we wanted, and accordingly we had provided well for ourselves. We 
found a pleasant camp site by a stream, with a track from the road, so 
we could take the car down and pitch the tent beside it. 

We slept well untjl4.30 the next morning, when I was awakened by 
a peculiar noise coming from the car, as if someone were knocking on 
the panels. I looked out of the ~ent, wondering what sort of an in
truder was likely to be in such a place as this, and saw a bear, sitting in 
the front seat of the car, looking through the window. I woke Gordon 
and told him, ' There is a bear in the car.' He rolled over and said, 
' Did you say there's a bear in the car? ' in a tone suggesting that he 
did not appreciate my little joke. ' Yes,' I said rather sternly, ' come 
and look.' We both poked our heads out of the tent, and the bear got 
out of the car through the windqw and walked round to the back, then 
he opened the luggage compartment, but finding nothing edible there 
he dropped the lid and wandered round to the front again. Meanwhile 
I proceeded circumspectly round the other side and got in and started 
the engine, which drove the bear away. Then we surveyed the damage. 
Evidently our breakfast, our lunch on the mountain and our evening 
meal would be less pre-war than we had hoped, for all that remained 
were a tin of baked beans, some tomatoes and eight oranges. The b€ar 
had eaten two ' T bone ' steaks, a loaf and a half of bread, ten eggs, 
bacon rashers, sliced ham, lard, sugar, six apples and a prismatic 
compass complete with leather case. An odd way of rounding off a 
meal, that. We wondered if it was the alcohol in the compass that 
made it such a delicacy. 

We breakfasted off beans and tomatoes, and then, stuffing the oranges 
into our pockets, set off for tlie mountain at 6.30 A.M. ·We started up 
through fairly dense trees. and undergrowth and reached a high side 
valley, from which we proceeded up a grassy shoulder to the rocks, 
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which began at about 8ooo feet. We worked up and round the eastern 
end of the ridge, climbing for about a thousand feet on alternate rock 
steps and scree or snow slopes until we gained the main r1dge at about 
9000 feet. It had been our intention to traverse the ridge to the 
summit, but the way was barred by a vertical rock step about soo feet 
high. We descended and passed below this nose of rock on the northern 
side. Thence the ridge was regained by the rocks anq snow couloirs 
of the north face and the summit reached without difficulty. On the 
descent some long snow slopes a little further west than the route of 
ascent gave pleasant glissading, which lasted almost until the trees were 
reached. Upon returning to our camp, an expedition by car to the 
nearest village soon made good the ravages of the bear and we dined 
that night as sumptuously as had been our intention in the first place. 

Later that summer I climbed a number of peaks in the Banff
Lake Louise area and had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. 
Wheeler and climbing with John Wheeler, their grandson. I have 
since enjoyed their hospitality on many occasions and at their in
vitation spent a weekend in camp with the Alpine Club of Canada in 
Consolation V alley. Outside the Banff Lake Louise area I also 
visited at weekends, and climbed, Crowsnest Mountain ( 9 r 3 8 ft.) 
close to the Crowsnest Pass, and Easter Peak (I o, 5 I I ft.) in Kootenay 
Park. Crowsnest Mountain is a prominent and fine looking castle 
shaped peak. It rises in a series of steep cliffs separated by scree slopes, 
and provided some entertaining rock climbing. :ty1ost of the difficulties 
can be avoided by taking a long scree slope on the north-west side of 
the mountain, but that route, though conveniently quick for the 
descent, would be a tedi~us one to ascend. To close the I942 season, 
John Wheeler and I made the ascent of Mount Louis, near Banff. · In 
spite of its x:elatively low height (87oo ft. J, this is a truly magnificent 
peak, a perfectly proportioned spire of dolomite, and it is as good to 
climb as it is to look at. . 

In the summer of I943 I spent thre.e weeks with the Alpine Club of 
Canada in the Little Y oho valley in British Columbia, as an instructor 
at the Army Mountaineering training camp which was held under the 
auspices of that club. This was a most interesting and enjoyable 
experience. A full account of the camp has appeared in the Canadian 
Alpine Journal for I942-I943· Most of the time we were all fully 
occupied with the instructional programme, but now and again the 
in~tructors had free days, .. and these were generally spent climbing 
peaks of our own choice, free from pupils or hampering thoughts of 
military strategy. John Wheeler and I used to arrange to have these 
days off together, and some of them remain in ·my memory as par
ticularly bright spots. . 

Such a day was July 2 3. That morning John and I set off to traverse 
the President and the Vice-President, two peaks of slightly over 
Io,ooo feet which dominate the Little Yoho valley. We ascended the 
President by its north ridge : an attractive rock ridge of no appreciable 

· difficulty, but which provided some pleasantly airy situations and was 
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thoroughly enjoyed by both of us. As we rose the clear morning sky 
was rapidly filling with clouds, which boiled up from the valleys on 
the south side of our peak and blew through the pass between President 
and Vice-President. The latter was enyeloped first, and the former 
remained clear until a few moments before we reached its summit, so 
that when \¥e arrived there we were in mist. However, we waited, 
and we were lucky. First the sun broke through overhead and we 
stood in its brilliance with the clouds all around us, then rifts appeared 
and distant mountains materialised, as they always do, far higher than 
we had expected them. Then we descended to President Pass, which 
separates President from Vice-President and is at the top of the glacier 
of that nan1e. · We had been asked to descend a few hundred feet from . 

the pas~, to inspect the bergschrund, as it was planne_d to bring a large 
contingent of our ·pupils up that way the next day. We went dowR, 
found a good snow bridge, and returned to the pass and on . to the 
summit of Vice-President. It was now just after I P.M. and the clouds 
had all cleared a\;vay. We sat on the summit and basked, contemplated 
the view, and ate our lunch. It had originally been our intention to 
descend from here by the ridge leading straight down into Little Y oho 
valley, but neither of us felt like going down so early in the day, so we 
wandered on along the ridge ; it was a long snow ridge, with a number 
of small points rising fro~ it, each one slightly lower that its predecessor. 
We went on to the last of the snowy points ; Angle Peak was its name, 
and being the end point of the ridge it commanded a particularly good 
view. Very prominent across the Kicking Horse valley was the Lake 
Louise group ; beyond them, in the distance and standing well above its 
neighbours, we discerned Mt. Assiniboine, and in the west the Purcells 
and the Bugaboos and th~ Selkirks lined the horizon. What the 
Rockies lack in height they certainly make up in the vast area that they 
cover. From Angle Peak we returned to one of the nameless points 
between it and Vice-President and intended to descend .from these 
by a subsidiary snow ridge to the Little Yoho valley. The snow on 
this ridge, however, was steep and well loosened by the sun, and 
started sliding as soon as we tested it, so we went on to the summit of 
Vice-President again and descended by the ridge which leads down 
from there towards Barometer Peak. It was a singularly loose and 
rotten ridge and at the col before Barometer, Peak we were glad to 
turn off on to the glacier. From the foot of the glacier we ran down 
snow slopes and moraine to the valley. 

A most amusing contrast was the ascent of President made the next 
day by very nearly everyone from the camp. We climbed the glacier in 
about three long processions, like pre-war bank holiday traffic on a · 
highway. If anyone stopped to tie up a bootlace, the whole procession 
behind him was, of course, halted. N O}V one procession would be 
held up, now another, and thus we wound our way up the glacier, 
across the bergschrund, to the pass and to the summit. To avoid 
congestion on the summit, time there was rationed to fifteen minutes 
per roped party : surely one of the oddest forms of rationing yet 
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occasioned by this war ! The sky was clear and the view extensive. 
We absorbed our fifteen minutes' worth and descended, stopping to 
eat our sandwiches on the way. Having started at 5.30 A.M., we were 
on the top a little before 9 A. M . and back in camp .at I I A.M. An 
incredible day. 

After the camp was over I had a few more weekends in the mountains 
before the end of summer. Of these, the last weekend in August was 
one of the best. On the night of Friday, August 27, three R.A.F. 
companions and myself camped beside Moraine Lake, which is about 
Io miles east of Lake Louise.1 The plan was that on the next day 
Ted Marriott and I should climb Mt. Hungabee {II,457 ft.) and descend 
to the A.C. of Ca~ada hut at Lake O'Hara, and Ian Dunlop and Dr. 
Russell should take the car back to Lake Louise and then go on to 
Hector by train and walk up from there to the hut at Lake O'Hara. 

Ted·and I started from Moraine Lake at 4.20 A.M. It was a perfect 
night with brilliant stars and Aurora Borealis in a huge arc.in the north, 
and in their light the snows above us shone brilliantly. There was not 
a breath of wind and peaks, aurora and stars were all perfectly reflected 
in the water of Moraine Lake. We e~erged above the last of the trees 
as dawn broke and were on Wenkchemna Pass at 7.30 A.M. The con
tour lines on the map suggested that a traverse along the side of Eagl~'s 
Eyrie Valley from W enkchemna Pass to Opabin Pass at . the foot of 
the west a~ete of Hungabee should be possible, but where the contour 
lines suggested a weakness we found nothing but steep cliffs, cleft by 
many deep gullies. We descended int<;> the valley and, shortly before 
reaching Opabin Pass, struck off to the right on to the ridge of Hunga
bee. We followed route I, as described in Palmer and Thorington's 
Climbers' Guide to the Rocky Mourztains· of Canada. Roughly, the 
route follows the west arete of the mountain, with some deviations 
towards the north-west face, until a point at about I i,Qoo feet is 
reached; at which one traverses off to the right up the final series of 
ledges and chimneys leading to the summit ridge. Here Ted decided 
to stop, and we found a reasonably commodious ledge where he rested 
while I \vent on up the four or five hundred feet to the summit. The 
summit ridge is a sort of cockscomb of rock perched on the top of the 
main mass of the mountain. I gained it by a steep little chimney in 
the face below the ridge, and as my head came over a narrow gap in 
the crest I looked over and down an almost sheer 6ooo feet to Paradise 
Valley below. From there a pleasant airy walk along the ridge led to 
the summit, which I reached at 2 P .M. It was a perfect day, and the 
twenty minutes or so which I allowed myself up there passed all too 
quickly. At 3 o'clock I was back with Ted and we went on down to 
Opabin Pass, then turned to the right, down a smal.l glacier, past 
Opabin Lakes and down to Lake O'Hara and the hut, where we duly 
met Ian and the doctor, and where we also met Dr. and Mrs. I'. A. 
Richards. There followed a pleasru:tt evening round the fire and 
then bed. 

1 See map A.J. 32, facing 314 . 
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